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Coherence discriminates between geometrical and physical optics: 
	 long-time	stability	of	phase	relations	yields	to	interference 
	 interference	enables	coherent imaging	techniques	[3] 
	 imaging	now	outpasses the numerical aperture	of	optics

making	the	phase	imagable	enables	imaging	of	weakly scattering specimens

new frontiers in functional imaging to be conquered on the nanometre scale

Coherence – an Overview
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Model for partial coherence: 
stochastic	ensemble	of	individual	point	
sources	with	random	superpositions
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Coherence filtering by Waveguides: 
numerical	study	with	WG	illuminated	by	
KB	focus,	including	source	size	effects
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Coherence Model and Coherence Filtering [4,5]
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a mHIO reconstruction after Nit ¼ 741 iterations. The disk-
shaped domains with large relative phase shifts of up to
−0.3 radian can be clearly identified and attributed to the
bacterial nucleoid. With an effective pixel size of 20.3 nm,
the crossover to the noise plateau of the power spectral
density (PSD) at about 0.19 cycles per pixel corresponds to
a resolution of about 53 nm; see Ref. [34]. The flux density
at the sample plane was 5 × 105 ph=μm2=s, corresponding
to a total dose of D ¼ 5.2 × 103 Gy applied during 8
seconds, as calculated for model protein [15]. This is
almost 3 orders of magnitude less than a recent ptycho-
graphic reconstruction of the same bacteria (of the same
preparation batch) at similar photon energy (6.2 keV),
contrast, and resolution (50 nm), recorded at a dose of 4.9 ×
106 Gy [14]. And, in contrast to ptychographic scanning
[14,37], a large field of view, e.g., of ð20 μmÞ2, is observed
simultaneously, which is important for samples in semi-
stable environments or dynamic states, e.g., hydrated or
living samples.
Since the freeze-dried cells were imaged below the lethal

dose of Deinococcus radiodurans, the next step was to
image living bacteria in solution. For the measurement, the
bacteria were kept in microscopy chambers compatible
with cell culture (ibidi, Germany); see Ref. [34] for details.

At a photon energy of 13.8 keV, 56 images with 10 second
exposure time were recorded with the sample placed at
z1 ¼ 19.7 mm, corresponding to an effective pixel size of
25.4 nm. Eight consecutive exposures were averaged,
yielding 7 frames with 80 second accumulation time for
each. Figure 4(c) shows the reconstruction for every other
frame of the live cell recordings. To increase the signal-to-
noise ratio, the holograms were binned by a factor of 2.
Phase reconstruction of each frame was performed using
the mHIO algorithm with 3500 iterations, on average.
Resolution is degraded due to slight sample movement in
the solution during the exposure and is estimated to about 2
to 3 pixels, corresponding to 100–150 nm. The results
confirm that the dense round structures attributed to the
nucleoids observed in the freeze-dried state [see Fig. 4(c)
and Refs. [13,14,21]] are also present in the hydrated living
state of the bacterium. With a total flux of 2 × 107 ph=μm2

in each frame, the dose is D ¼ 8.9 × 103, as calculated
for a model protein [15], and D ¼ 8.6 × 103 for water.
These values are below the lethal dose LD50 > 104 of
Deinococcus radiodurans. The retrieved electron density
map of at least the first frame should, therefore, represent
the native structure in the living state of the bacteria, while
in successive frames, radiation induced changes in the
density distribution can be monitored. Notably, the density
of the nucleoids decreases, but quite differently for indi-
vidual organelles, as quantified in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).
While most nucleoids are subject to gradual density fading,
for some organelles the process occurs in pronounced steps;
see the colored columns in Fig. 4(d).
Importantly, the applied dose could be precisely adjusted

and reduced without a breakdown of the phase retrieval
process. Despite the dose reduction by orders of magnitude
with respect to most far-field diffractive imaging studies
reported previously, including studies of the same organism
[11,13,14], we could already observe radiation induced
structural changes in the course of consecutive exposures.
In contrast to previous claims of wet CDI [17], we conclude
that imaging of living or hydrated biological samples at
50 nm resolution is not possible, in general, without severe
damage. At the same time, the onset of radiation induced
processes and subsequent radiation damage could be
precisely studied with the demonstrated dose-efficient
holographic approach. This may enable future studies of
repair processes in response to radiation damage, from a
structural point of view. The role of possible cofactors
could be investigated, e.g., by varying the buffer solution or
the metabolic state of the bacteria. For single low dose
exposures, the method enables the visualization of the
subcellular density distribution within living cells, even in
complex environments. This structural probe could then be
enhanced by well-chosen nanodiffraction spots, yielding
high resolution in reciprocal space [14,38]. Last but not
least, and beyond the single cell level, this dose-efficient
holographic approach should also enable 3D reconstruction

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Normalized hologram of freeze-dried
Deinococcus radiodurans cells, obtained in a single recording
with 8 s dwell time along with (b) the iterative mHIO phase
reconstruction. (c) mHIO reconstruction of (initially) living cells
in solution. Each frame was accumulated for 8 × 10 seconds
(every other frame is shown). Pronounced changes in the
densities are observed after successive irradiation, as quantified
in (d), showing the normalized electron density in the high
density nucleoid regions indicated by the corresponding colors as
a function of dose. The images in (c) are reconstructions
corresponding to averages over the colored columns in (d). Scale
bars, 4 μm.
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2000 rpm for 60 s the associated baking step of 120 s at 90 °C was per-
formed. Arrays of lines and curves were exposed by EBL. For lines wider
than 300 nm an area dose of 200 C/cm2 and for smaller ones 600 C/cm2

was chosen. Single pixel lines were exposedwith 3000 pC/cm. The SiO2

was plunged into deionized water for 60 s to clean the sample from the
conductive resist. To remove the illuminated resist from all samples, a
development procedure with a mixture of Methyl isobutyl ketone and
2-Propanol (IPA) with a ratio of 1:3 at 0 °C for 30 s was carried out
[21]. The process was stopped by immersing the sample in pure IPA at
room temperature for 30 s. Afterwards the pattern was transferred to
the wafer by reactive ion etching (PlasmaLab, Oxford) employing
CHF3 for sidewall passivation [22]. The details for the subsequent fabri-
cation steps are listed in Table 1.

The etching step was performed according to the parameters listed
in Table 1. Afterwards, the resist was removed either using an RCA solu-
tion for 15min at a temperature of 65 °C or HCl at room temperature for
10min. Each of the structured wafers wasmanually coveredwith a sec-
ond wafer of the same material. Instantly, the wafers are kept together
by van-der-Waals bonds which are transformed to covalent bonds dur-
ing the wafer bonding process [24] in an oven (L 3/11/P330,
Nabertherm) under a N2 atmosphere (flow rate 50 l/h). Since the melt-
ing point of Ge (937 °C) is lower than for Si (1412 °C) [25], a decreased
bonding temperature Tb was chosen accordingly. At higher tempera-
tures, channels with a size in the range of 100 × 100 nm2 were closed
due to diffusion processes, which was also the case for SiO2. The chips
were cut to the chosen geometry (DAD320, Disco), leaving the entrance
and exit sides of the channels open. For Si, an infrared camera (XEVA XS
Base, Xenics) enabled the inspection of the embedded structures from a
top view perspective. For inspection of the SiO2 channels, a fluorescence
microscope (Axio Observer Z1, Zeiss)was used, afterfilling the channels
by capillary suction with an aqueous solution of fluorescein (Uranin,
C20H10Na2O5 at 100 mM [26]).

The manufacturing sequence described above corresponds to the
optimized protocol. The main difference to the previously published
protocol for Si WG fabrication [16] is in replacing the formerly used
PMMA resist (A2, MicroChem) by a PMMA resist of higher viscosity,
which in turn entails small modifications of the parameters in the fol-
lowing processing steps (spin-coating, e-beam lithography, etching),
as described above. The main advantage of this replacement is a higher
resist film thickness. The previous protocol enabled a film thickness of
only 100 nm, as obtained for spin-coating at 2000 rpm for 60 s. This lim-
ited the etching time to 70 s, before the resist was completely con-
sumed. The improved protocol now enables a larger range of etching
times and correspondingly larger range of etching depths, as tabulated
above. A second important difference is that we now refrain from a
cleaning step, in which the wafers were exposed to an O2 plasma up
to 30 min. This was intended to achieve a hydrophilic surface in order
to enhance bonding strength. However, the oxygen gassed out in the
oven resulting in unwanted bubbles at the bonding interface, as further
detailed below.

3. Results and discussion

To characterize the WGs, light microscopy (LM), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), infrared (IR) microscopy and finally X-ray nano-op-
tical testingwere performed. Several Si channels are depicted in Fig. 1 to
illustrate typical geometries.

Fig. 1 (a) shows a LM image of a typical X-ray WG array, both with
large channels for alignment and small ones, which confine and guide
the beam in both lateral axis. The Si is covered with the e-beam resist
which also serves as a mask during the etching process. Channels
broader than 300 nm are silhouetted against the homogeneous back-
ground as bright lines, while the narrower ones appear darker.

In (b,c) IR transmission images of bonded wafer-pairs are depicted.
Round or elliptically shaped dark spots accompanied by interference
fringes are observed, indicative of voids between the two wafers [27].
These unbonded regions or embedded gas reservoirs can be caused by
trapped gas, imperfections on the wafers surface or by particles. In
this work, the dominating effect was gas bubbles originating frommol-
ecules desorbing from thewafers during annealing. Usually the gas con-
sists of water or hydrocarbons [28], which at high temperature can only
be dissolved in small amounts in the bulk Si or the interfacial oxide
layer. Micro-defects at the surface then serve as nucleation sites for bub-
ble formation [29], as is frequently observed after oxygen plasma treat-
ment [30]. For this reason, plasma cleaned wafers are often found to be
highly covered with voids (b), affecting the local bonding quality.
Substituting the plasma cleaning by an RCA bath decreases the number
of (small) bubbles significantly, while hardly reducing the bonding
strength between the wafers [31]. Contamination is identified as the
dominant mechanism of generating large bubbles at the RCA cleaned
wafers, since micron-sized particles induce voids with a diameter up
to several centimeters. Therefore, in (c) mainly bubbles with
diameters ≥ 0.5 cm are observed, which can in many cases be removed

Table 1
Processing parameters for etching, cleaning and wafer bonding steps for the different
materials.

Wafer Etching Cleaning procedure Bonding

Gases te Depth Tb tb

[sccm] [s] [nm] [°C] [h]

Si SF6:CHF3/40:10 160 400 RCAa 1000 4
Ge SF6:CHF3/40:10 160 320 HCl 650 4
Quartz CF4:CHF3/20:30 590 160 DI-H2O/RCA 550 12

a A mixture of ammonia (32%), hydrogen peroxide (30%) and deionized water (1:1:5)
[23].

a b d

c

g

h

f

e

Fig. 1. Structured Si wafers. (a) LM top view of a WG chip after development, before
etching. Scale bar denotes 100 m. (b,c) IR images of bubbles between bonded wafers,
processed according to the old (b) and new (c) protocol. Scale bars denote 5 mm. (d,e)
SEM images of the exit planes of final WG channels and (f) a top view of an unbonded
(open) channel. In (d,f) the left part shows the old protocol and the right the new one.
Scale bars denote 100 nm. (g,h) SEM images of exit planes of final channels, showing
(g) a channel with a broad entrance (for beam compression by tapering), and (h) an
array of WG channels. Scale bars denote 1 µm.
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[7][2] [9]

108	–1010	photons	/	second	 1012…1013	ph/s 
(depending	on	WG	type,	energy) 

resolution	down	to	25	nm	[9]	 sub-20	nm 
field	of	view:	5	µm	~	300	µm	 living	cells	in	tissue 
time	per	tomogram:	ca.	1–30	min.	 few	seconds	–	live	4D

25.4 nm ðhorizontalÞ × 30.8 nm (vertical) was determined
from the near-field reconstruction shown in Fig. 2(c), using
the error-reduction algorithm [23]. The small source size—
compared to the channel dimensions of dx ¼ 97 nm and
dy ¼ 73 nm—arises based on multimodal interference, as
supported by the finite difference simulations shown in
Fig. 2(d). Full details on the bonded silicon waveguide (the
air channel) used for holographic recordings at 7.9 keVand
the Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge waveguide system used for the
13.8 keV recordings are given in Ref. [34].
The waveguide exit beam is fully coherent [31,33] and

has a smooth Gaussian-like line shape [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].
Propagation of the empty waveguide beam is therefore well
approximated by a pure geometrical enlargement (consid-
ering amplitudes), and image formation can be expressed
as Iz ≔ jDzfP ·Ogj2 ≃ jDzfPgj2 · jDzfOgj2. This enables
artifact-free normalization by the empty beam
IEz ≔ jDzfPgj2, expressed by Īz¼ Iz=IEz ¼jDzfOgj2. The
normalized intensity is thus directly related to the object
transmission function O ¼ exp ½ − i2π=λ

R
0
−Δt½δλðx; y; zÞ −

iβλðx; y; zÞ�dz� of the object with thickness Δt and refrac-
tive index n ¼ 1 − δλ þ iβλ at wavelength λ, in contrast, for
example, to cone-beam holography experiments with KB
beams [28], where the empty beam intensity normalization
fails [36].
To benchmark the optical setup and phase retrieval

algorithms, we have first imaged a test pattern milled by
focusing an ion beam into a 200-nm-thick gold layer on a
200-nm-thick Si3N4 membrane. Figure 3(a) shows the
normalized hologram Īz of a 200 second exposure recorded
at 13.6 keV photon energy, sample distance z1 ¼ 4.93 mm
and detector distance z1 þ z2 ¼ 5.07 m. Interference
fringes extend all the way to the corners of the diffraction
pattern, indicating a high quality hologram. The different
reconstructions of the object phase φðx; yÞ are shown in
Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d). The holographic reconstruction

φðx; yÞ ¼ φfD−zfĪzgg, based on the free space Fresnel
diffraction operator Dz, is shown in Fig. 3(b) and exhibits
the well-known twin-image artifacts of in-line holography.
For objects with a slowly varying phase and negligible
absorption, the image formation can be linearized and
written in Fourier space as ~Izðνx; νyÞ≃ δDðνx; νyÞ þ
2 ~φðνx; νyÞ sin ½χðν; zÞ�, where ~a ¼ Ffag denotes the
two-dimensional Fourier transform, νx, νy the spatial
frequencies with ν2 ¼ ν2x þ ν2y, and δD the Dirac delta
function. The term sin ½χðν; zÞ� with χðν; zÞ ¼ πλzν2 is
known as the phase contrast transfer function (CTF).
Phase reconstruction via filtering in Fourier space based
on the CTF [24] suppresses the twin-image artifacts, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). However, because of zeros in the phase
CTF at ν0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=λz

p
, with n ∈ N, some pronounced

artifacts remain, in particular at low spatial frequencies.
Here we use the CTF reconstruction to initialize a modified
hybrid input-output (mHIO) algorithm which is capable of
recovering the missing information [26], based on the
support of the object, which is readily inferred from the
deterministic CTF reconstruction. In essence, the algorithm
propagates back and forth between sample and detection
plane, using a numerical implementation of the free space
Fresnel diffraction operator Dz with ψ z ¼ Dzfψ0g ¼
F−1fexpði2πz=λÞ expð−iπλzν2ÞFfψ0gg, and enforces
compact object support as well as intensity values in line
with the measured data, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(d),
the phase distribution afterNit ¼ 1000 iterations reveals the
object nearly artifact free. The world map exhibits sharp
edges and uniform gray values. A 100 × 100 pixel domain
yields a mean phase shift of μφ ¼ 0.18 rad and a standard
deviation σφ, with σφ=μφ ¼ 3%. In addition to the absence
of low frequency artifacts, the superior quality of the mHIO
reconstruction also manifests itself in an increased reso-
lution of 22 nm (compared to 24 nm for the CTF
reconstruction), as determined by fits to edges at dif-
ferent regions of the object. See Ref. [34] for additional
information on data processing and reconstruction
algorithms.
After optimization of experimental settings and algo-

rithms, the approach was used to image freeze-dried
bacteria. Cells of the Deinococcus radiodurans strain R1
were cultivated from freeze-dried cultures and vitrified on
Si3N4 foils by plunge freezing them in liquid ethane,
followed by freeze drying as in Ref. [14], as detailed in
Ref. [34]. Samples were imaged at 7.9 keV, using the
smooth central cone of the waveguide field shown in Fig. 2,
well matched to the active area of the sCMOS detector [the
dashed rectangle in Fig. 2(b)], placed at z1 þ z2 ¼ 5.12 m.
A single 8 second accumulation of the sample placed at
z1 ¼ 15.9 mm was recorded, along with a corresponding
empty beam measurement. Figure 4(a) shows the normal-
ized hologram of a group ofDeinococcus radiodurans cells
(without any further data treatment), while Fig. 4(b) depicts
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FIG. 3. (a) Normalized hologram of a test structure milled into
200 nm thick gold. (b) Holographic phase reconstruction.
(c) Phase reconstruction based on the contrast transfer functions
(CTF). (d) Iterative mHIO phase reconstruction, the support
information (the dashed line) was obtained from the
reconstruction shown in (c). Scale bars, 2 μm.
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Fluence and dose values for the datasets shown are listed in Table 1. Zoomed tomography at the ID22 
beamline was impeded by radiation damage resulting from the higher dose at short defocus distance. 
Comparing the WG (Fig.  4) with the KB setup (Fig.  3), the dose applied to the sample was 18 times 
lower, although it was measured at a slightly higher resolution. Note that in ptychographic coherent 
diffraction imaging, a dose of 2 106⋅  Gy was required for 3D reconstruction at a similar resolution 
level14. Thus, the dose was 20 times higher than in the zoomed WG dataset shown here.

(a) (b) (c)

50 µm 50 µm50 µm

Figure 4. Large FOV results obtained with the waveguide setup: (a) photograph of the sample mounted to 
the sample holder. (b) 3D rendering of the reconstructed volume of a control lung showing 3 orthoslices 
together with automatically labelled BaSO4  particles (green), a semi-automatically rendered blood vessel 
(purple), a manually labelled bronchial wall inside a ROI (yellow), and the contours of a single macrophage 
in this ROI (blue). An orthoslice through the area used to segment the bronchial wall (dashed orange line) 
is shown in the inset. (c) Close-up the segmented ROI viewed from a slightly different angle. The same area 
is measured with a larger magnification, shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5. Zoomed-tomography results obtained with the waveguide setup: The sample shown in Fig. 4 was 
moved closer to the effective source, resulting in a higher geometric magnification. (a) Slice through the 3D 
volume showing the area used for segmentation of the bronchial wall (dashed orange line). (b) Close-up of 
the area of the dashed rectangle shown in (a). A profile through the solid line is plotted in the inset 
showing a feature size of 249 nm FWHM. The area marked by the red dashed rectangle shows the cell, 
which is rendered in blue. (c) 3D rendering of the data, showing automatically labelled aggregates of BaSO4 
particles (green), the manually labelled bronchial wall (yellow), and a manually labelled cell outline (blue). 
(d) Close-up of the barium-labelled cell marked by pink dashed lines in (b) and (c) from two different 
viewing angles showing the internal barium distribution.

phase maps retrieved from such direct reconstructions could

be directly used as a highly accurate support definition

required for subsequent iterative phase reconstruction.

Next, we extended the original mHIO algorithm (Giewe-

kemeyer et al., 2011) to data sets with multiple propagation

distances. Multiple distances are typically employed in CTF-

based reconstructions to avoid missing information as a result

of the zero points in the CTF. While the mHIO algorithm was

originally designed for single-distance phase retrieval of pure

phase objects (Giewekemeyer et al., 2011), the multi-distance

extension can phase also mixed objects by employing long-

itudinal diversity. In addition, the

signal-to-noise ratio and convergence

speed increase, and residual low-

frequency components after back-

ground subtraction are less detrimental

for image quality (Krenkel, 2015). The

extension to multiple distances is

implemented such that the iteration

result from one distance is used to

initialize the next iteration for the

consecutive distance, looping sequen-

tially over all distances. The support

constraint is kept constant during this

procedure. One iteration round is

completed after sequentially per-

forming a single iteration for all

distances.

A series of holograms of the sample

was acquired at five defocus positions,

x1 ¼ 29:6, 30.1, 31.6, 33.6 and 38.6 mm,

with respect to the focus position at

x1 ¼ 0 nm and divided by their respec-

tive empty image. A stack of five

holograms is shown as an example in

Fig. 5(a) (front view: hologram

recorded at distance x1). Misalignment

due to lateral drift was compensated for

by sub-pixel image registration on trial

reconstructions using the CTF recon-

struction approach, as for example

demonstrated by Krenkel et al. (2015).

Rescaled and aligned projections could

then be used for direct and iterative

phase retrieval. All relevant experi-

mental parameters are summarized in

Table 1.

Fig. 5(b) depicts an mHIO recon-

struction from an entire set of projec-

tions after 637 iterations of the

algorithm. The phase map clearly

depicts the internal structure of the cell,

primarily the dense actin network, cell

nucleus and smaller organellar struc-

ture.

Next, we compare mHIO recon-

structions from a single and multiple
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Table 1
Summary of experimental parameters for the acquisition of a defocus
series as described in x4.

For single-distance recordings, the sample was placed at position 1.

Defocus position 1 2 3 4 5

Defocus distance (mm) 29.6 30.1 31.6 33.6 38.6
Magnification ratio 173.1 170.3 162.2 152.5 132.8
Effective pixel size (nm) 37.78 38.41 40.33 42.88 49.26
Beam divergence (mrad) 1.1
Focus–detector distance (m) 5.12
Pixel (horizontal � vertical) 2048 � 2048
Pixel size (mm) 6.54

Figure 5
Phase reconstruction of a single cardiomyocyte from holographic projections recorded at five
defocus positions reconstructed directly on the basis of the contrast transfer function and iteratively
using the mHIO algorithm. (a) Holograms recorded at five defocus positions (front view: hologram
recorded at defocus distance x1). Because of fluctuations in the beam profile, low-frequency
components remain visible after background correction. (b) Reconstructed phase (or projected
electron density) recovered from five holographic projections using the mHIO iterative algorithm. A
dashed black frame marks the zoom region for direct comparison of the CTFand mHIO approaches
in (c). (c) CTF and mHIO reconstructions from single and multiple distances for visual comparison.
Corresponding power spectral densities are shown in (d). Single-distance CTF exhibits pronounced
minima due to zero crossings in the contrast transfer function. The transition to the noise plateau
occurs in all cases at around 94 nm, as indicated by the dashed gray line. For comparison, (e) shows
the PSD (single-plane mHIO) along with the structure factor (Fig. 4, graph b). Two dashed black
lines, representing a power-law decay proportional to q�4

r , serve as a guide to the eye to underline
the overall Porod-law decay. Note that intensity values have been scaled against each other.
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